Phylogenetic tests of adaptive evolution, which infer positive selection from an excess of 31 nonsynonymous changes, assume that nucleotide substitutions occur singly and independently. 32
evolution using these techniques may therefore be artifacts of model violation caused by 48 unincorporated neutral mutational processes. We develop an alternative model that incorporates 49
MNMs and may be helpful in reducing this bias. Identifying genes that evolved under the influence of positive natural selection is a 56 central goal in molecular evolutionary biology. During recent decades, likelihood-based 57 phylogenetic methods have been developed to identify gene sequences that retain putative 58 signatures of past positive selection 1-10 . Perhaps the most widely used of these is the branch-site 59 test (BST) of episodic selection, which allows positive selection to affect only some codons on 60 one or a few specified branches of a phylogeny, and therefore has relatively high power 61 compared to methods that detect selection across an entire sequence or an entire phylogenetic 62 tree 5,6,11 . The BST has been the basis for published claims of lineage-specific adaptive 63 evolution in many thousands of individual genes [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . 64
The BST and related methods use a likelihood ratio test to compare how well two 65 mixture models of sequence evolution on a phylogeny fit an alignment of coding sequence data. 66
The null model constrains all codons to evolve with rates of nonsynonymous substitution (dN) 67 less than or equal to the rate of synonymous substitution (dS), as expected under purifying 68 selection and drift. In the positive selection model, some sites are allowed to have dN>dS on a 69 branch or branches of interest. If the increase in likelihood of this model given the data is greater 70 than expected due to chance alone, the null model is rejected and adaptive evolution is inferred. 71
The BST has been shown to be conservative, with a low rate of false positive inferences, when 72 sequences are generated under an evolutionary process corresponding to the null model 6, 11 . It is 73 widely appreciated that likelihood ratio tests can become biased if the underlying probabilistic 74 model is incorrect 17 . The effect on the BST of a few forms of model violation-such as an 75 unequal distribution of selective effects among sites, positive selection on non-foreground 76 lineages, high sequence divergence, and non-allelic gene conversion-have been previously 77 studied [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and the test has been found to be reasonably robust to most but not all forms of 78 violation examined 6,23,24 . 79
Recent research in molecular genetics and genomics suggests a potentially important 80 phenomenon that has not been incorporated into models used in tests of positive selection: the 81 propensity of DNA polymerases to produce mutations at neighboring sites. All implementations 82 of the BST and other likelihood-based tests of adaptive evolution use models in which mutations 83 occur only at individual nucleotide sites and are fixed singly and independently. Codons with 84 multiple differences between them can be interconverted only by serial single-nucleotide 85 substitutions, the probability of which is the product of the probabilities of each independent 86 event. Recent molecular studies have shown, however, that mutations affecting adjacent 87 nucleotide sites often occur during replication, apparently because certain DNA microstructures 88 recruit error-prone polymerases that lack proofreading activity and therefore make multiple 89 errors close together [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Consistent with these mechanisms, genetic studies of human trios and 90 mutation-accumulation experiments in laboratory organisms indicate that de novo mutations 91 occur in tandem or at nearby sites more frequently than expected if each occurred independently 92 25, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , and these multinucleotide mutations (MNMs) are enriched in transversions 35, 37, 39 . The 93 precise frequency at which MNMs occur is difficult to estimate, but a recent compilation of 94 genetic studies in humans concluded that about 0.4% of mutations, polymorphisms, and 95 substitutions are at directly adjacent sites (counting each tandem pair as one event) 34 . In 96 Drosophila melanogaster genomes, analysis of rare polymorphisms and mutation-accumulation 97 experiments estimated that 1.3% of all mutations are at adjacent sites 38 . Although the methods 98 and data sources in these studies differ, these findings suggest that tandem MNMs probably 99 account for on the order of 1% of mutational events. 100
We hypothesized that these mutational processes might lead to false signatures of 101 positive selection in the BST. Because of the structure of the genetic code, virtually all MNMs 102 in coding sequences are nonsynonymous, and most would comprise multiple nonsynonymous 103 nucleotide changes if they were to occur by single nucleotide steps ( Supplementary Table 1 ). 104
The enrichment of transversions in MNMs further increases the propensity for MNMs to produce 105 nonsynonymous changes, because transversions are more likely than transitions to be 106 nonsynonymous. MNMs are therefore likely to produce codons with multiple differences 107 (CMDs) that contain an apparent excess of nonsynonymous substitutions. When these CMDs are 108 assessed using a method that treats all substitutions as independent events, a model that allows 109 dN to exceed dS at some sites may have a higher likelihood than one that restricts dN/dS to values 110 £ 1. Further, the assumption that all mutations have the same transversion-transition rate might 111 exacerbate the tendency to misinterpret MNM-produced nonsynonymous changes as evidence 112 for positive selection. Of course, CMDs can also be driven to fixation by positive selection 11,40-113 42 -and the same is true of transversion-rich substitutions-but these considerations suggest that 114 failing to incorporate MNMs in likelihood models might make tests of adaptive evolution 115 susceptible to false positive inferences. The BST and other lineage-specific tests might be 116 particularly sensitive to this problem because they seek signatures of positive selection acting on 117 small numbers of codons on one or a few specified branches of the tree 43 . Simulation studies 118 suggest that MNMs may elevate false positive rates in some selection tests 44 , but there has been 119 no comprehensive analysis of the effect of MNMs, particularly on the branch-site test or under 120 realistic, genome-scale conditions. 121
122

RESULTS
124
To understand the effect of MNMs on the accuracy of the branch-site test, we analyzed in 125 detail two previously published genome-wide datasets, which represent classic examples of the 126 application of the test 13,15,45 . The mammalian dataset consists of coding sequences of 16,541 127 genes from six eutherian mammals; we retained for analysis only the 6,868 genes with complete 128 species coverage. The fly dataset consists of 8,564 genes from six species in the melanogaster 129 subgroup clade, all of which had complete coverage ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The fly genes 130 have higher sequence divergence than those in the mammalian dataset, allowing us to examine 131 the performance of the BST under different evolutionary conditions. 132
We used the classic BST to identify genes putatively under positive selection (P<0.05) on 133 the human lineage in the mammalian dataset and on each of the six terminal lineages in flies. 82 134 genes in humans and 3,938 in flies yielded significant tests ( Supplementary Table 2 ). To 135 facilitate robust further analysis of CMDs, we filtered out genes in which CMDs occurr at sites 136 with indels or in which the ancestral states of CMDs are reconstructed differently between the 137 null and positive selection models; we also applied a multiple testing correction (FDR <0.20). In 138 flies, 443 genes were retained after these steps. Thirty human genes passed the CMD alignment 139 and reconstruction filter, but none met the FDR threshold, consistent with previous analyses of 140 these data; 15 nevertheless, we included the 30 initially significant human genes because this 141 lineage is the object of intense interest and because its short length contrasts with the fly 142 branches. These two groups constitute the "BST-significant" sets of genes in flies and humans. 143
144
CMDs provide virtually all support for positive selection 145
We sought to determine how much of the evidence for positive selection comes from 146
CMDs. We first observed that CMDs were dramatically enriched in BST-significant genes 147 compared to non-BST-significant genes (Fig. 1a) . In humans, BST-significant genes contain 148 one CMD on average, while BST-nonsignificant genes contain none ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . 149
The pattern is similar but less extreme in flies, with the average number of CMDs per BST-150 significant gene greater than that in non-significant genes (Supplementary Fig. 2) . When 151 CMD-containing codons are excluded from the alignments, the vast majority of genes that were 152
BST-significant lose their signature of selection in both datasets ( Fig. 1b) . 153
We next calculated the fraction of statistical support for positive selection that comes 154 from CMDs. The total support for positive selection in an alignment is defined as the difference 155 between the log-likelihood of the positive selection model and that of the null model, summed 156 across all codons in the alignment. The fraction of support from CMDs is the support from 157 CMD-containing codons divided by the total support across the entire alignment. CMDs account 158 for >95% of the support for positive selection in virtually all BST-significant genes in both 159 datasets; in about 70% of genes, CMDs provide all the support (Fig. 1c) . 160
Finally, we examined the BST's a posteriori identification of sites under positive 161 selection. We found that CMDs were far more likely to be classified as positively selected than 162 non-CMDs. Among genes that were BST-significant on the human lineage, every CMD was 163 inferred to be under positive selection using a Bayes Empirical Bayes posterior probability (PP) 164 cutoff > 0.5. Using a more stringent cutoff of PP>0.9, 66 percent of CMDs were classified as 165 positively selected, compared to 0.07% of non-CMDs. In the fly dataset, CMDs accounted for 166 90% of codons with BEB>0.9, although they represent less than 1% of all codons ( Fig. 1d) . nucleotide changes are allowed, with the parameter δ serving as a multiplier that modifies the 177 rate of each double-nucleotide substitution relative to single-nucleotide substitutions. We 178 implemented a version of the BST (BS+MNM) that is identical to the classic version, except that 179 both the null and positive selection models allow MNMs. Simulations under conditions derived 180 from a sample of genes in the mammalian dataset show that the method estimates the parameters 181 used to generate the sequences with reasonable accuracy (Supplementary Fig. 3) . 182
We first fit the BS+MNM null model to all alignments in the mammalian and fly 183 datasets. The average estimate of δ across all genes was 0.026 in mammals and 0.062 in flies, 184 with δ in both cases about twice as high in the subset of BST-significant genes as in BST-185 nonsignificant genes ( Fig. 2a) . Using a likelihood-ratio test, we found significant support for the 186 BS+MNM null model (compared to the classic BST null model) in 22% of human genes and 187 >50% of fly genes ( Supplementary Table 3 ); simulations without MNMs showed that this 188 comparison has a very low false-positive rate ( Supplementary Table 4 ). 189
We then used this BS+MNM test to evaluate the empirical sequences for positive 190 selection. We found that 96% of the BST-significant genes on the human lineage lost 191 significance in the BS+MNM test (Figs. 2b, Supplementary Table 5 ). In flies, 38% of the 192 BST-significant genes lost significance; a substantial fraction of those that retained significance We addressed these possibilities in two ways. First, we performed power analyses of the 204 BS+MNM test using simulations in which positive selection is present in the generating model. 205
We simulated sequence data on the mammalian and fly phylogenies using genome-wide 206 averages for all parameters of the BST positive selection model, but we varied the strength of 207 positive selection (ω2) and the proportion of sites under positive selection. We then applied the 208 BS+MNM test to these data and found that it can reliably detect strong positive selection (ω2 > 209 20) when it affects more than 10% of sites in a typical gene, or moderate positive selection (10 < 210 ω2 < 20) that affects a larger fraction of sites ( Supplementary Fig. 4a ). Under parameters 211 derived from both datasets, the test's power is similar to that of the classic BST, with slight 212 reductions under only a few conditions on the fly lineage. Thus, although some genes may have 213 lost their signature of selection because of reduced power in the BS+MNM test, it appears 214 unlikely that a difference in power is the primary cause of the dramatic reduction in the number 215 of positive results when the test is used. 216
Second, we used simulations under null conditions to directly evaluate the frequency of 217 false positive inferences by the classic BST when sequences are generated with realistic rates of 218 multinucleotide mutation. For every gene in the mammalian and fly datasets, we simulated 219 sequence evolution under the null BS+MNM model without positive selection using parameters 220 derived from the alignments, including δ. These parameters generate sequences with an 221 observed frequency of tandem substitutions of 1.6% in humans and 3.2% in the D. melanogaster 222 lineage in flies, similar to or slightly higher than the observed frequencies in the empirical 223 datasets (1.3% and 1.6%, respectively), presumably because the BS+MNM model captures some 224 but not all aspects of real sequence evolution ( Supplemental Table 6 ) 34, 38 . 225
We then analyzed these positive-selection-free simulated data using the classic BST. In 226 both humans and flies, the number of genes with significant results-all of which are false 227 positive inferences-was greater than the number of genes that the BST had concluded were 228 under positive selection using the empirical data ( Fig. 3a) . In flies, almost 9 percent of tests 229 were false positives (P<0.05), despite the conservative approach the method uses to calculate P-230 values 6,11 , compared to just 1 percent under control simulations without MNMs. Further, more 231 than 1,700 of these false positive tests survived FDR adjustment, compared to just 4 in the 232 control simulations ( Supplementary Table 2 ). In humans, the fraction of false positive 233 inferences is lower, consistent with the test's reduced power in this dataset, but still about three 234 times greater than in the control simulations. This bias is strong enough to cause the BST to make false inferences of positive selection at 242 about the same rate as it infers selection in the real genomes of humans and flies. In the 243 simulations, every positive result is false; in the tests of real sequences, the fraction of positive 244 results that are true is unknown. 245 246
Systematic bias caused by chance MNMs in longer genes 247
We next sought to identify the causal factors that determine whether a gene yields a false 248 positive result in the BST because of MNM-induced bias. Most genes are only several hundred 249 codons long, and only a few percent of mutations are MNMs, so on phylogenetic branches of 250 short to moderate length many genes will contain no CMDs caused by multinucleotide 251 mutations. The hypothesis that neutral fixation of MNMs contributes to inferences of positive 252 selection in the BST predicts that a gene's propensity to produce a BST-significant result should 253 depend on factors that increase the probability it will contain one or more fixed MNMs by 254 chance, including its length and the gene-specific rate at which MNMs occur within it. 255
We first tested for an effect of gene length on the results of the branch-site test. As 256 predicted, we observed that BST-significant empirical genes were on average 100 and 16 codons 257 longer than non-significant genes in the human and fly empirical datasets, respectively ( Fig. 3b) . 258
The relationship between length and propensity to yield a BST positive result could arise because 259 genes that present a larger "target" are more likely to undergo MNMs than shorter genes; 260 alternatively, longer genes, by including more sites for analysis, might increase the power of the 261 BST to detect authentic positive selection. However, in genome-wide simulations under the null 262 model with no positive selection (but with δ>0), genes with false positive BSTs are longer than 263 the non-significant genes by an average of 26 and 31 codons using the human and fly 264 parameters, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). This result cannot be attributed to increased 265 power to detect true positive selection and supports the conclusion that mutational target size 266 contributes to a gene's propensity to manifest MNM-induced bias by chance alone. 267
To directly test the causal relationship between sequence length and false-positive bias in 268 the BST, we simulated sequence evolution at increasing sequence lengths, using evolutionary 269 parameters derived from each of the BST-significant genes in the mammalian and fly datasets. 270
For each gene's parameters, we simulated 50 replicate alignments under the BS+MNM null 271 model and then analyzed them using the classic BST ( Supplementary Fig. 6a ). The false 272 positive rate for any gene's simulations is defined as the fraction of replicates with a significant 273 LRT in the classic BST, using a P-value cutoff of 0.05. When sequences 5,000 codons long 274 were simulated, 96% of BST-significant genes had an unacceptable FPR (>0.05), with a median 275 FPR of 0.39: increasing sequence length to 10,000 codons exacerbated the bias, with 100% of 276 genes yielding an unacceptable FPR and a median FPR of 0.56 (Fig. 3c) . In flies, a similar 277 pattern was evident, and the false positive rates were even higher (median FPR=0.74 and 0.90 at 278 5,000 and 10,000 codons, respectively). Control simulations under identical conditions but with 279 δ=0 led to very low FPRs (median 0.02 to 0.03 in both datasets), even with very long sequences 280 (grey dots in Fig. 3c) . A similar systematic and length-dependent bias also resulted when 281 sequences were simulated under gene-specific conditions, but with δ fixed to its average across 282 the thousands of BST-nonsignificant genes in each dataset (Supplementary Fig. 6b ).
Although 283 the sequence lengths tested are longer than most real genes, these experiments directly establish 284 that a gene's probability of returning a significant BST result in the absence of positive selection 285 is directly related to the target size it presents for chance fixation of MNMs. 286
We next evaluated whether the gene-specific rate of multinucleotide mutation affects a 287 gene's propensity to yield a positive result in the BST. As predicted, we observed that BST-288 significant genes in the empirical datasets had higher estimated δ than nonsignificant genes (Fig.  289   2a) . Genes producing false positive results in the genome-wide null simulations under empirical 290 conditions also tended to have higher δ (Fig 3d) ; this result that cannot be attributed to the 291 possibility that δ might be fitting CMDs fixed by positive selection, because positive selection 292 was absent from the generating model. 293
To directly test the effect of the neutral MNM substitution rate on the BST, we simulated 294 sequences 5,000 codons long under the null BS+MNM model, with a variable δ and all other 295 parameters fixed to their averages across all genes. We found that increasing δ led to a 296 monotonic increase in the frequency of false positive inferences. The FPR was >0.05 when δ 297 was only 0.001 and 0.013 on the human and fly lineages, respectively. When δ was equal to its 298 genome-wide average (0.026 and 0.062 in mammals and flies), false positive inferences occurred 299 at rates of 22 and 17 percent, respectively ( Fig. 3e) . As δ increased, so too did the inferred value 300 of the parameter w2, which represents the inferred intensity of positive selection in the model 301 ( Fig. 3f) . 302
Typical evolutionary conditions are therefore sufficient to cause a strong and systemic 303 bias in the BST. MNMs are rare, however, so longer genes and those with higher rates of 304 multinucleotide mutation are more likely to undergo this process and manifest the bias. This 305 view is further supported by the fact that fewer genes are BST-positive on the human branch -306 which is so short that substitutions of any type are rare, and MNMs even more so -than on the 307 fly phylogeny, where branches are longer, more CMDs are apparent, and hundreds of genes have 308 BST signatures of selection. Taken together, these findings suggest that although some genes 309 with BST-significant results in empirical datasets could have evolved adaptively, many may 310 simply be those that happened to fix multinucleotide substitutions by chance alone. 311 312
Transversion-enrichment in CMDs exacerbates bias in the branch-site test 313
MNMs tend to produce more transversions than classical single-site mutational 314 processes, so if CMDs are produced by MNMs, they should be transversion-rich 35, 37, 39 . As 315 predicted, we found that transversion:transition ratio is elevated in CMDs relative to that in non-316
CMDs by factors of three and two in mammals and flies, respectively (Fig. 4a) . In the subset of 317 BST-significant genes, CMDs have an even more elevated transversion:transition ratio, as 318 expected if transversion-rich MNMs bias the test (Fig. 4a) . These data are consistent with the 319 hypothesis that a transversion-rich MNM process produced many of the CMDs in BST-320 significant genes, but it is also possible that positive selection could have enriched for 321
transversions. 322
To test whether transversion-enrichment in MNMs exacerbates the BST's bias, we 323 developed an elaboration of the BS+MNM model in which an additional parameter allows 324
MNMs to have a different transversion:transition rate ratio (k2) than single-site substitutions do 325 (k1). We estimated the maximum likelihood estimates of the model's parameters for every gene 326 in the mammalian and fly datasets and simulated sequences using genome-wide median values 327 for all model parameters and branch lengths, except for k2, which we varied. Sequences 10,000 328 codons long were used, because simulating shorter sequences resulted in a high variance in the 329 realized transversion:transition ratio. We analyzed these data using the classic BST and 330 calculated the fraction of replicates in which positive selection was inferred. We found that 331 increasing k2 caused a rapid and monotonic increase in the false positive rate, indicating that 332 transversion enrichment in MNMs exacerbates the test's bias. The effect is strong: when k2/k1 is 333 increased from 1 to 2, the FPR approximately doubles (Fig. 4b) . Thus, realistic rates of MNM 334 generation and transversion-enrichment together cause an even stronger bias in the BST than 335
MNMs alone. This result cannot be accounted for by positive selection driving fixation of 336 transversions, because no positive selection was present in the simulations. 337 338
MNMs affect a newer test of positive selection 339
In recent years, newer likelihood-based methods have been introduced to test for episodic 340 site-specific positive selection 2,3,7 . All these methods are based on models of sequence 341 evolution that, like the BST, do not allow MNMs but instead model CMDs as the result of serial 342 site-specific substitutions. We therefore hypothesized that these methods might also be biased 343 by MNMs. We chose a more recent method, BUSTED 2 , which was developed primarily to test 344 for episodic site-specific selection events across an entire tree. We tested its performance on 345 alignments 5,000 codons long that were simulated using the BS+MNM null model and 346 parameters estimated from the BST-significant gene alignments in humans and flies. To test for 347 MNM-induced bias, we compared results when δ was assigned to three different values: zero, its 348 average across all alignments in the mammalian or fly datasets, or its gene-specific value in each 349 of the BST-significant genes (Supplementary Fig. 6a) . 350 We found that BUSTED was also sensitive to MNM-induced bias. When δ=0, virtually 351 no genes' parameters led to frequent false positive inferences, with a median FPR <0.03 across 352 genes (Fig. 5) . But when δ was assigned to its empirically estimated gene-specific value, the 353 parameters from every gene in humans and the majority in flies yielded false positive rates 354 >0.05, with median FPRs of 0.29 and 0.5, respectively (Fig. 5) . Finally, we sought further insight into the reasons why CMDs yield a false signature of 360 positive selection in the BST and related tests. In standard models of codon evolution, CMDs 361 are interpreted as the result of two or more serial independent substitutions, even though they can 362 be produced by MNMs in a single mutational event. We hypothesized that CMDs that imply 363 multiple nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions under these models would provide the 364 strongest support for the positive selection model. We therefore classified CMDs in the 365 empirical datasets by the minimum number of nonsynonymous single-nucleotide substitutions 366 required from the ancestral to derived codon state under standard codon models. As predicted, 367
we found that CMDs that imply more than one nonsynonymous step are dramatically enriched in 368 BST-significant genes (Fig 6a) . 369
We also examined the statistical support provided by different kinds of CMDs. As the 370 number of nonsynonymous steps increased, the statistical support provided for the positive 371 selection model also increased (Fig. 6b) . CMDs that imply one nonsynonymous and one 372 synonymous step typically provide weak to moderate support for the positive selection model, 373
but CMDs that imply two nonsynonymous steps provide very strong support. In many cases, a 374 single CMD in this latter category is sufficient to yield a statistically significant signature of 375 positive selection. 376
377
DISCUSSION
379
Our results demonstrate that the branch-site test suffers from a strong and systematic bias 380 toward false positive inferences. This bias is caused by a mismatch between the method's 381 underlying codon model of evolution -which assumes that a codon with multiple differences can 382 be produced only by two or more independent substitution events -and the recently discovered 383 phenomenon of multinucleotide mutation, which produces such codons in a single event. 384
Because of the structure of the genetic code and the high transversion rates that characterize 385
MNMs, most codons produced by this mechanism cause more than one nonsynonymous single-386 nucleotide change. Confronted with this kind of codon data, the likelihood calculated by the 387 BST is determined by the product of the probabilities of the individual mutations. Under the null 388 model, the probability of such compound events is extremely small, but it can increase 389 dramatically when dN/dS exceeds one, as the positive selection model allows. This increase in 390 likelihood afforded by the positive selection model is much greater than it would be if the 391 substitution were interpreted as the result of a single multinucleotide event. Indeed, our results 392
show that a single codon comprising two nonsynonymous substitutions is often sufficient to 393 yield a statistically significant signature of positive selection in the BST for an entire gene. 394
As a result, CMDs are the primary drivers of positive results by the BST. Virtually all 395 statistical support for positive selection in real alignments comes from CMD-containing sites; 396 removing them from the alignment or incorporating MNMs into the BST's model eliminates the 397 signature of selection from the majority of genes. CMDs can be produced by either positive 398 selection or by neutral evolution under multinucleotide mutation. In the former case, the BST 399 will be correct; however, the test cannot reliably distinguish CMDs that represent authentic 400 evidence of positive selection from those caused by MNM-induced bias. 401
The bias is strong and pervasive under realistic conditions. Indeed, when sequences were 402 simulated under the null model using parameters estimated from the fly and mammalian datasets, 403 the number of genes with false positive BSTs was approximately the same as the number of 404 positive BST results when the empirical data were analyzed. There is therefore no excess of 405 BST-positive results in these genomes beyond that potentially attributable to MNM-induced bias. 406
Worse, these null simulations did not include the elevated transversion rate that characterizes 407
MNMs, which exacerbates the test's bias. Taken together, these results suggest the possibility 408 that MNM-induced bias could explain many of the BST's inferences of positive selection in 409 these datasets. 410
Are our findings from these datasets generalizable? MNMs appear to be a property of all 411 eukaryotic replication processes, and the MNM rates that we observed in mammals and flies are 412 in the same range as those previously identified in genetic and molecular studies in a variety of 413 eukaryotic species 25,34,38 . Both datasets comprise a small number of taxa, but the BST seeks 414 evidence of selection on individual branches, so it seems unlikely that larger trees will somehow 415 inoculate the test against MNM-induced bias. We observed strong bias on lineages with 416 divergence levels ranging from very low (on the human terminal branch) to moderate (the fly 417 branches), so this problem does not appear to be unique to highly diverged sequences or 418 phylogenies with long branches. We must therefore consider the possibility that many of the 419 thousands of previously published reports of positive selection based on the BST could simply be 420 the ones that happened by chance to neutrally fix one or more multinucleotide mutations. 421
We do not contend that the BST is always wrong or that molecular adaptive evolution 422 test could be used to accommodate multinucleotide mutation; our results suggest this may be a 437 promising approach. But there are many forms of evolutionary complexity that are not 438 incorporated in this model, such as MNMs that affect three consecutive nucleotides in a codon, 439 elevated transversion probability within MNMs, and many other kinds of heterogeneity that 440 might bias the BS+MNM test 47-49 . Other models are also available to incorporate MNMs 9 , but 441 their accuracy and robustness are not well characterized, either. More work is therefore required 442 before the BS+MNM or similar models can be used with confidence in the branch-site or similar 443
tests. 444
A complementary approach is to use functional experiments to explicitly test hypotheses 445 that specific historical changes in molecular sequence caused changes in function or phenotype 446 thought to have mediated adaptation 50,51 . Indeed, the bias we observed may help to explain why 447 some molecular experiments have shown that codons with a high posterior probability of 448 positive selection in the BST do not contribute to putative adaptive functions, whereas the codon 449 changes that do confer those functions have low or moderate PPs 52 . Experimental tests provide 450 the most convincing evidence of a gene's putative adaptive history, but they require time-451 consuming laboratory and fieldwork 53,54 , so it is not clear how to implement them on a genome-452 wide scale. Future research may develop and validate more robust models to detect positive 453 selection, and these may help to identify candidate genes for which specific, testable hypotheses 454 of past molecular adaptation on specific phylogenetic lineages can be formulated. The test 455 primarily used for this purpose till now, however, is unreliable. 456
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We are grateful to the members of the Thornton lab for discussion and helpful comments. We 459 thank the Beagle2, Midway2, and Tarbell supercomputing clusters at the University of Chicago. Datasets, quality control, and inference of BST-significant genes. We analyzed two 475 previously published comprehensive datasets of protein-coding alignments on a genomic scale, 476 one in six mammals, the other in six Drosophila species (Supplementary Table 2 ) 13, 15, 45 . We 477 aimed to apply the branch-site test on every terminal lineage in the Drosophila dataset, and on 478 the human lineage in the mammal dataset. We only retained gene alignments without gross 479 misalignments, possessing complete coverage in all fly species, and minimally all primate 480 species. We then applied the branch-site test as implemented in CODEML 4.7 to each alignment, 481
assuming the phylogenetic relationships reported in the published studies ( Supplementary Fig.  482 2) 13, 15 . Branch lengths and model parameters were estimated for each alignment by maximum 483 likelihood (ML), and the F3x4 model was used for codon frequencies. We tested each gene in 484 mammals for selection on the terminal branch leading to humans; in flies, each gene was tested 485 separately for selection on each of the six terminal branches, and we express the fraction of 486 positive inferences across genes as the proportion of all tests conducted 6 . As is standard 487
practice, we calculated P-values using a likelihood ratio test with 1 df (χ1 2 ) which makes the test 488
conservative under the null hypothesis 6 . Genes were initially identified as having a putative BST 489 signature of selection at P<0.05. We then applied a correction for multiple testing to a false 490 discovery rate (FDR) <0.20 using the q-value package in R (available at 491 http://github.com/jdstorey/qvalue). 492
To facilitate unambiguous analysis of CMDs, we removed genes containing CMDs 493 falling in gaps. We also removed genes for which the ML ancestral reconstructions reported by 494
CODEML at the base of the tested branch differed between the null and positive selection 495 models, yielding a set of genes with CMDs that do not depend upon which model is chosen. In 496 flies, 443 gene-tests ("genes") were retained after these filters and constitute the BST-significant 497 set of genes from this dataset. No genes on the human lineage were significant after FDR 498 correction, so we retained as the BST-significant set from this dataset those genes that passed the 499 ancestral reconstruction filter and had P<0.05 (Supplementary Table 2) . The BST-500 nonsignificant set of genes comprises all genes that pass the alignment and ancestral 501 reconstruction filter that are not in the BST-significant set (n=6757, humans; n=6883, flies). We 502 also repeated our analysis of CMD enrichment (see below) using a gene set that had not been 503 filtered for reconstruction consistency and found that our conclusions were unchanged 504
( Supplementary Table 7 
) 505
We only considered genes where the ancestral codons (both CMD and non-CMD codons) 506
have the same reconstruction under the BST null and BST alternate models. In doing so, we have 507 also excluded CMDs in codons with gaps in the alignment. For example, in the human dataset, of 508 the 82 genes that initially provided support for positive selection, 30 genes consist of 509 unambiguously reconstructed codons under the null and alternate model (the BST-significant 510 gene set). In 49 genes, CMDs fall in gaps. We did not consider the ancestral codon 511 reconstructions at these sites, and excluded these from our analyses due to alignment 512 ambiguities. The remaining 3 genes have CMDs that do not fall in gaps, for which the ancestral 513 codons were reconstructed differently under the null and alternate models. If we re-consider 514 these 3 'positively selected' genes that were excluded, we find 3 additional CMDs, one in each 515 of the genes. Including these genes made little to no difference to our CMD enrichment results. 516 517 Support for positive selection. CMDs were identified in BST-significant and BST-518
nonsignificant genes as codons with 2 or 3 observed nucleotide differences between the ML 519 states at the ancestral and extant nodes for the branch being tested; non-CMDs are codons with 0 520 or 1 differences on the branch tested. CMDs were not assessed on branches not tested. 521
To determine the role of CMDs in significant results from the BST, we excluded codon 522 positions in BST-significant genes containing CMDs, reanalyzed the data using the BST, and 523 calculated the fraction of tests that retained a significant result (P<0.05). 524
We quantified the proportion of statistical support for positive selection in BST-525 significant genes that comes from CMDs as follows. The site-specific support provided by one 526 codon site in an alignment is the difference between the log-likelihoods of the positive selection 527
model and the null model given the data at that site. Support for positive selection provided by 528
all CMDs in a gene (supportCMD) is the support summed over all CMD sites in the alignment. 529
The proportion of support provided by CMDs is supportCMD / (supportCMD + supportnonCMD). This 530
proportion can be greater than 1 if support by non-CMDs is negative, as occurs if the likelihood 531 of the null model at non-CMD sites is higher than that of the positive selection model, given the 532 parameters of each model estimated by ML over all sites. 533
Sites were classified a posteriori as under positive selection if their Bayes Empirical 534
Bayes posterior probability of being in class 2 (w2>1) under the positive selection model in 535
CODEML was >0.5 (moderate support) or >0.9 (strong support). 536
We categorized observed CMDs by the minimum number of nonsynonymous single-537 nucleotide steps implied under the Goldman-Yang model between the ancestral and derived 538
states. For each CMD comprising two nucleotide differences, there are two paths by which they 539 can be interconverted by two single nucleotide steps. We determined whether the steps on these 540 paths would be nonsynonymous or synonymous using the standard genetic code and then 541 calculated the mean number of nonsynonymous steps averaged over the two paths. Paths 542
involving stop-codons were not included. We conducted a similar analysis for all possible 543
CMDs in the universal genetic code We validated the BS+MNM implementation by simulating 50 replicate alignments using 577 the BS+MNM null model in Hyphy under genome-median parameters (see below). We then 578 used the BS+MNM procedure to find the ML estimate of each parameter, including branch 579 lengths, given each alignment and the topology of the phylogeny used to generate the sequences. 580
We compared the distribution of estimates over replicates to the "true" values used to generate 581 the sequences (Supplementary Fig. 3) . 582
To test if there is statistical support in the data for the BS+MNM null model relative to 583
the standard BST null model, we performed an LRT with 1 df, comparing the fit of the 584 BS+MNM null model and the BST null model on our empirical genes. Briefly, for each of the 585
6868 human genes, we tested if the BS+MNM null model fit the data better than the BST null 586 model at P<0.05 and also applied and adjustment for multiple testing (FDR<0.2). We performed 587 similar LRTs for each of the six terminal lineages in flies. To determine whether this test might 588
be prone to falsely infer support for the BS+MNM model, we simulated control sequences under 589 the null BST model with parameters derived from the empirical sequences and performed the 590 LRT as described above. Only 2 percent of genes in humans and 2.6 percent in flies yielded 591 significant support for BS+MNM at P < 0.05. Zero human genes and 0.006 percent of fly genes 592 retained significance after multiple testing adjustment (FDR <0.2). ( Supplementary Table 4 ). 593 594 595
Simulations and analysis of false-positive bias. To characterize bias in the BST and other tests 596 of selection, we conducted sequence simulations in the absence of positive selection under 597 empirically derived conditions. We used the BS+MNM method we implemented in Hyphy to 598 estimate by maximum likelihood (ML) the gene-specific branch lengths and parameters of the 599 null BS+MNM model for every gene in the mammalian and fly datasets. We also calculated the 600 genome-wide median of each parameter over all genes in each dataset (the "genome-average" 601 parameter value). Probability density characterizations for parameters δ and gene length were 602 performed using the density function in R. 603
We simulated sequence evolution under the BS+MNM null model using either gene-604 specific or genome-median parameters. First, we simulated a "pseudo-genome" without positive 605 selection by simulating one replicate of each of the 6868 and 8564 mammalian and fly 606 alignment, each at its empirical length, using the BS+MNM null model and the ML parameter 607 estimates inferred for that gene from the empirical data. We then ran the BST on these 608 sequences, testing for signatures of positive selection on the human lineage and each terminal fly 609 lineage ( Supplementary Table 2 ). Control simulations were conducted under identical 610
conditions but with δ=0. 611
To test the effect of gene length on bias in the BST, we focused on genes in the BST-612 significant set. For each gene's gene-specific parameters, we simulated 50 replicates alignments 613 of length 5,000 or 10,000 codons. We analyzed these alignments using the BST, assigning the 614 human branch as foreground for mammalian genes or, for flies, the same branch that produced a 615 significant result when the empirical data were analyzed. The false positive rate (FPR) for any 616 gene's parameters is the fraction of replicates yielding a positive test (P<0.05). We also repeated 617 these simulations and analyses using the genome-median value of d. For control experiments 618
without MNMs, we set d =0 in the simulations. 619
To test the effect of the rate at which MNM substitutions are produced on false positive 620 inference rates, we simulated evolution of alignments 5,000 codons long under the BS+MNM 621 null model, using genome-median estimates for all parameters except δ, which we varied. At 622 each value of d, we simulated 50 replicates. We analyzed each replicate using the BST for 623 selection on the human or D. simulans lineages and calculated the proportion of replicates for 624 each value of d that yielded a false positive inference (P<0.05). 625
We computed the observed proportion of tandem substitutions as a fraction of all 626 substitutions on the human and D. melanogaster lineages in both empirical and simulated 627
datasets. For each of the 6868 genes in the curated mammalian dataset, we aligned the human 628
gene to the inferred sequence of the human-chimp ancestor, identified all substitutions as 629 differences between these sequences, and calculated the proportion of tandem substitutions, T, as 630 the number of substitutions at adjacent sites divided by the sum of substitutions at adjacent sites 631
and those at non-adjacent sites across all sites in the dataset. Differences at adjacent sites were 632
counted as a single tandem substitution. For each of the 8564 genes in the fly dataset, we aligned 633 the D. melanogaster sequence to the D. melanogaster/D. simulans ancestor and followed the 634 procedure described above. For simulated sequences, we repeated this procedure using the 635 sequences simulated under the BS+MNM null model and parameters estimated from each gene 636
in the empirical datasets. 637 638 BUSTED. To examine the accuracy of BUSTED, we used Hyphy software 2.2.6 (batch files 639
BUSTED.bf and QuickSelectionDetection.bf). We analyzed the 5,000 codon-long alignments 640 simulated under the BS+MNM null model, using parameters estimated by ML for each BST-641 significant gene, with d assigned either to its gene-specific estimate, its genome-average, or to 642 zero. We applied BUSTED to the replicate alignments to test for selection (P<0.05) on the 643 human lineage or the same fly lineage that was significant for that gene in the BST of the 644 empirical data. 645 646
Power analyses. To characterize the statistical power of the BST and BS+MNM tests, we 647 simulated sequence evolution with positive selection of variable intensity and pervasiveness 648 (Supplementary Fig. 4) . Specifically, we used the BS positive model in Hyphy to simulate 649 sequence evolution with the human and D. simulans terminal branches as the foreground 650
branches. We used genome-average estimates of all parameters, including gene length (418 and 651 510 codons for mammals and flies, respectively), but we varied w2 and p2. 20 replicate 652 alignments were simulated under each set of conditions and then analyzed using the BST, the 653 BS+MNM test, or BUSTED. For each set of conditions, the true positive rate was calculated as 654 the fraction of replicates yielding a significant test of positive selection (P<0.05 for BST and 655 BS+MNM, FDR<0.20 for at least one site in the alignment for BUSTED). selection model that is provided by CMDs. Total support is the difference in log-likelihood 833 between the positive selection and null models, summed over all codons in the alignment. 834
Support from CMDs is summed over codons with multiple differences. The proportion of 835 support from CMDs can be greater than 1 if the log-likelihood difference between models is 836 negative at non-CMDs. Test. 852 (b) Proportion of genes with a significant result in the BST that lose or retain that signature using 853
the BS+MNM test. Genes that remain significant but contain CMDs with three differences, 854
which are not incorporated into BS+MNM, are also shown. under the BS+MNM null model, the original empirical sequence alignments, and a control 864 dataset simulated with δ = 0. Each gene's length in the simulation was identical to its 865 empirical length.
866
(b) BST-significant genes are longer than BST non-significant genes. The probability density of 867 gene lengths in the two categories is shown for the empirical mammalian and fly datasets. 868
Median lengths in BS-significant and non-significant genes, respectively, were 642 and 343 869 bp in humans; in flies, 448 and 399 bp. The difference between the two distributions was 870 evaluated using a Mann-Whitney U test. *, P=8e-4; **, P=8e-5; 871 (c) Systematic bias in the BST. For each gene with a significant result in the BST using the 872 empirical data, we simulated 50 replicates using the BS+MNM null model and the ML 873 parameter estimates for that gene at lengths of 5,000 and 10,000 codons; these data were then 874 analyzed using the BST. The false positive rate (FPR) for any gene's simulation (black 875 points) is the proportion of replicates with P<0.05. Gray points show FPR for control 876 simulations with δ = 0. Dashed lines, FPR of 0.05. The solid diagonal line has a slope of 1. alignments 5,000 codons long were simulated using the BS+MNM null model and parameter 911 values estimated from the empirical sequences. These alignments were then analyzed for a 912 signature of positive selection (P<0.05) using BUSTED. δ was assigned to its gene-specific 913 estimate, to its average across all genes in each dataset, or to zero. FPR is the proportion of 914
replicate alignments for each gene with P<0.05. Each dot represents the FPR for one gene; black 915 bars are the median across genes. (a) For every CMD, the mean of the number of nonsynonymous single-nucleotide steps on the 922 two direct paths between the ancestral and derived states was calculated. In BST-significant 923
and BST-nonsignificant genes, the ratio of CMDs invoking more than one nonsynonymous 924
step to those invoking one or fewer such steps is shown. Fold-enrichment is shown as the 925 odds ratio. *, P=9e-04; **P= 1.6e-67 by Fisher's exact test. 
